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June 4, 2012 

 

The Honorable Shap Smith  

Speaker of the House of Representatives  

 

The Honorable John Campbell  

President Pro Tempore of the Senate  

 

The Honorable Peter D. Shumlin  

Governor  

 

The Honorable Miro Weinberger 

Mayor, City of Burlington 

 

Mr. Paul Sisson 

Interim Chief Administrative Officer, 

City of Burlington 

 

Dear Colleagues,  

 

Act 45 of 2011 requires that the State Auditor’s Office audit all active tax increment financing 

(TIF) districts every four years. Currently, the City of Burlington, Milton, Newport, and 

Winooski have established TIF districts and financed improvements in their districts.  

 

This report assesses whether Burlington established and administered the waterfront TIF district 

according to statutory requirements and the extent to which the city has established performance 

measures and monitors actual results that demonstrate the TIF district is meeting intended goals.  

 

Burlington complied with state statutes in the formation of its districts, but the city did not 

always administer its TIF district according to statutory requirements.  Namely, Burlington 

utilized incremental property tax revenue for ineligible purposes and the city’s determination of 

the amount of incremental property tax revenue to retain was not consistent with statutory 

requirements. As a result, the city retained $1 million of statewide education increment that 

should have been remitted to the state. In addition to recommending that the city work with the 

state to resolve the shortfall in payments to the state, we also make recommendations designed to 

improve the city’s administration of the TIF district. For example, we recommend that 

Burlington designate a city official to be responsible for reviewing statutory reporting 

requirements and documenting policies and procedures to ensure timely and accurate reporting.



 

132 State Street • Montpelier, Vermont 05633-5101 

Auditor: (802) 828-2281 •  Toll-Free (in VT only): 1-877-290-1400  •  Fax: (802) 828-2198  

email: auditor@state.vt.us  •  website: www.auditor.vermont.gov 

 

I would like to thank the management and staff of the City of Burlington for their cooperation 

and professionalism during the course of the audit. If you would like to discuss any issues raised 

by this audit, I can be reached at (802) 828-2281 or at auditor@state.vt.us. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Thomas M. Salmon, CPA, CFE 
Vermont State Auditor
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Introduction 

Since 1985, tax increment financing (TIF) districts have been available as a 

tool for Vermont municipalities to finance public infrastructure 

improvements in support of economic development.  The TIF district 

approval process and administrative requirements largely are delineated in 

Vermont state statute.  Typically, when a TIF district is established, certain 

real estate parcels within a municipality are designated as comprising the TIF 

district.  Debt and other resources are utilized to finance public infrastructure 

improvements which support development in the district.  Future incremental 

property tax revenue,1 which is comprised of 1) incremental municipal 

property tax revenue (hereafter known as municipal increment) and 2) 

incremental statewide education property tax revenue (hereafter known as 

statewide education increment), within this designated district, is utilized over 

a set time period to pay for the debt incurred to finance the improvements.   

TIF districts have been used in Vermont to finance public infrastructure 

improvements such as extending access to, or increasing capacity of waste 

water treatment plants and modifying or adding roadways.  The city of 

Burlington established its TIF district on January 22, 1996 to redevelop the 

Lake Street district and nearby waterfront area.  On June 23, 1997, the city 

expanded its TIF district with a sliver of property extending from the 

lakefront to Church Street to facilitate increasing the housing supply and 

parking garage additions to help stimulate a market for commercial retail 

stores and business offices. 

TIFs not only affect the applicable municipality, they also have statewide tax 

implications.  At the time municipalities were first granted authority to 

establish TIF districts, each municipality determined the amount of property 

taxes necessary to fund the local public school system and municipal 

operations.  The establishment of a TIF district in a municipality potentially 

impacted the amount of funding available for general municipal operations 

and that municipality’s school system.  The method of funding public 

education costs for schools in Vermont changed dramatically with the 

passage of Act 60 in 1997 and the establishment of a statewide education 

                                                                                                                                         
1 Incremental property tax revenue is calculated based on the current property values of the TIF district 

less the TIF district property values at the time the TIF district was established, multiplied by the 

municipal and education property tax rates. 
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property tax set by the state to fund public education.  Because of the change 

to a statewide education property tax funding mechanism, municipalities with 

TIF districts retain monies that otherwise would have been remitted2 to the 

state for funding public education throughout the state.   

Act 45 of 20113 required the state auditor of accounts to audit all active TIF 

districts every four years.  Because requirements for establishment and 

administration of TIF districts are largely set out in state statute, we elected to 

focus our audit towards determining compliance with the statutes applicable 

to Burlington’s TIF district. Our audit objectives were to: 

 assess whether Burlington adhered to requirements in state statute 

governing establishment of the TIF district; 

 ascertain whether since inception to FY2010, Burlington has 

administered the TIF district according to statutory requirements, 

including a) utilizing the incremental property tax revenues to pay for 

eligible TIF district debt b) retaining the appropriate statewide 

education increment, and c) timely and accurately reporting TIF district 

property values and incremental tax revenue to city officials, the 

legislature and other state officials, as appropriate; and  

 assess the extent to which Burlington has established performance 

measures and monitors actual results that demonstrate achievement of 

the state and municipality’s economic and fiscal goals. 

The audit work for our first objective largely consisted of comparing 

Burlington’s documentary evidence of activities and actions associated with 

establishing its TIF district to the statutory requirements governing 

establishment of a TIF district.  Our methodology for the second objective 

included a) obtaining TIF district debt payment schedules and analyzing 

other financial records to verify that incremental property tax revenue was 

used solely for debt payment or prefunding, b) obtaining legal opinions from 

the Office of the Attorney General (AG) regarding the calculation and 

                                                                                                                                         
2 Annually, the state establishes statewide education property tax rates.  Municipalities collect 
statewide education property taxes on behalf of the state and remit the taxes collected to their local 
school systems, on behalf of the state, or to the state directly, depending on the amount collected 
relative to the amount required to fund the local school system.  Since these are all state revenues, for 
simplification purposes, in our report, we refer solely to remitting payments to the state.  

3 Previously, Act 190 of 2008 required the state auditor of accounts to audit all active TIF districts 
every three years. 
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retention of incremental property tax revenue, recalculating the incremental 

property tax revenue from inception of the TIF district through FY2010 and 

verifying that Burlington retained only those amounts allowed per statute, 

and c) comparing reports of TIF district property values and incremental 

property tax revenue to source documentation.   To accomplish our third 

objective, we interviewed Burlington officials and reviewed Burlington’s 

processes and procedures related to monitoring results of the TIF district.  

Additional detail on our scope and methodology can be found in appendix I. 
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Why We Did This Audit 

Pursuant to statutory 

requirements that we audit the 

TIF districts, our objectives were 

to 1) assess whether Burlington 

adhered to requirements in state 

statute governing establishment 

of the TIF district, 2) ascertain 

whether, since inception through 

FY2010, Burlington has 

administered the TIF district 

according to statutory 

requirements, including a) 

utilizing the incremental 

property tax revenues to pay for 

eligible TIF district debt, b) 

retaining the appropriate 

statewide education increment 

and c) timely and accurately 

reporting TIF district property 

values and incremental tax 

revenues to city officials, the 

legislature and other state 

officials, as appropriate, and 3) 

assess the extent to which 

Burlington has established 

performance measures and 

monitors actual results that 

demonstrate achievement of the 

state and municipality’s 

economic and fiscal goals. 

Findings 

Burlington adhered to requirements in state statute associated with establishing 

and expanding its TIF district in 1996 and 1997, respectively.  For instance, the 

city held publicly warned meetings to discuss formation and financing of the TIF 

district and obtained voter approval for anticipated financing.  The city council 

and city officials worked together to identify and adhere to requirements 

associated with establishing the TIF district. 

 

Certain aspects of Burlington’s TIF district administration were not in accordance 

with statutory requirements.  For example, of the $8.3 million in incremental 

property tax revenue used by Burlington, approximately $1.2 million was used for 

ineligible purposes – to pay refinanced debt associated with land (the Urban 

Reserve) that was acquired four years prior to the creation of the TIF district.  

Largely because of this error, the city’s determination of the amount of the 

statewide education increment to retain was not consistent with statutory 

requirements.  As a result, the city retained $1 million that should have been 

remitted to the state.  Additionally, Burlington has been required to issue reports 

related to the TIF district to both city and state organizations (executive and 

legislative branches).  The city has not met all reporting requirements, but the 

information that was reported was consistent with its financial records.  City 

officials provided various rationales for their approach to administering the TIF 

district, including a legal opinion justifying aspects of their approach.  We 

considered the city’s legal justifications but disagree with its conclusions based on 

discussions with the AG’s office and reviews of records and other evidence.  For 

example, the city argues that refinancing the Urban Reserve debt is a legitimate 

TIF district transaction.  However, the AG’s office advised that TIF districts are 

authorized for the purpose of funding expenditures such as acquisition of property 

that will stimulate development or redevelopment within the TIF district.  If an 

investment has already occurred as it has in this instance (with the purchase of the 

land) the creation of a TIF district at a subsequent date does not serve the purpose 

of motivating the investment.   

The city’s establishment and monitoring of performance measures to indicate the 

extent to which its TIF district was meeting state and municipal economic and 

fiscal goals was limited.  Specifically, Burlington did not 1) establish measures 

for all objectives (broaden the tax base, encourage development and improve 

employment opportunities), 2) consistently set targets and 3) consistently track 

actual results.  According to city officials, they consider growth in property values 

to be the primary TIF district performance measure and believe this measure is 

sufficient to track the performance of the TIF district.   However, without targets 

and actual results for measures relevant to all objectives, the city’s ability to 

determine whether the TIF district is operating as intended is limited. 

What We Recommend 

We made multiple 

recommendations, including that 

Burlington should work 

cooperatively with the state to 

resolve the city’s $1 million 

shortfall in payments to the state 

education fund. 
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Background 

Establishment of a TIF district allows a municipality to designate an area for 

improvement and earmark expected future growth in property tax revenues 

(i.e. incremental property tax revenue) in the designated area to pay for debt 

incurred to finance the costs of improvements.  In theory, the improvements 

lead to increased property values and the resulting increased property tax 

revenues fund the cost of development.  For example, assume that existing 

property in a TIF district generates $1,000 a year in tax revenues. The 

municipality obtains approval for the use of incremental property tax revenue 

for a new project in the district and issues 20-year bonds to finance the 

project’s costs. Over time, the district’s property values grow and annual 

property tax revenues increase to $1,500. The taxing authorities, including 

the municipality and the state, continue to receive their respective portions of 

$1,000 (i.e. the base property tax revenue), and the $500 difference (i.e. the 

incremental property tax revenue) is used to pay off the bonds over 20 years.4 

Once the bonds are paid off, the taxing authorities (municipality and state) 

receive all of the property tax revenues ($1,500 per year). Figure 1 illustrates 

how this example works. 

                                                                                                                                         
4 In the event that a TIF district’s incremental property tax revenue exceeds the amount needed to make 
bond payments in a given year, this “excess” incremental revenue is distributed to the municipal and 
state taxing authorities using a statutory formula as established in 24 VSA §1900.  Alternatively, 
municipalities may retain the excess for the purpose of prefunding future TIF district debt. (32 VSA 
§5401(10)(E)) 
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Figure 1: Simplified Illustration of How a TIF District Can Generate Incremental 
Revenue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  This simplified graphic assumes a stable tax rate. 

Statutory Requirements Governing Burlington’s TIF Districts 

Municipalities are responsible for establishing and administering TIF districts 

according to statutory parameters, including overseeing the financing for 

construction of public infrastructure improvements, calculating incremental 

property tax revenue, determining the amount of incremental property tax 

revenue the TIF district may retain, and deciding how it may be utilized.  

Acts 87 (1985) and 204 (1988) established the initial framework in Title 24 

Chapter 53 Subchapter 5 for the formation and operation of TIF districts in 

Vermont.  The following is a summary of the original criteria in Acts 87 and 

204 for establishing and administering TIF districts.   

Establish, approve and record  

 The purpose of TIF districts is to provide revenues for improvements5 

located wholly or partly within the district that will encourage 

                                                                                                                                         
5 The statute defines improvements as including installations, construction, or reconstruction of streets, 
utilities, parks, playgrounds, land acquisition, parking facilities and other public improvements 
necessary for carrying out the objectives of the TIF district.   
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development, provide for employment opportunities, improve and 

broaden the tax base or enhance the general economic viability of the 

municipality, region or state. [24 VSA §1893] 

 The municipality’s legislative body6 determines that the TIF district will 

serve the public purpose and creates the TIF district. [24 VSA 

§1892(a)] 

 At least one public meeting, duly warned, must be held on the proposed 

TIF district plan with a description of TIF district boundaries and 

properties.  [24 VSA§1892(a)] 

 Upon adoption by the municipality’s legislative body, the TIF district 

plan must be recorded with the municipal clerk and lister or assessor. 

[24 VSA§1892(b)] 

Financial plan 

 At least one public meeting, duly warned, must be held on a financial 

plan for proposed improvements. The elements of the financial plan 

shall include a statement of costs and sources of revenue, estimates of 

assessed values within the district, identification of the portion of 

assessed value to be applied to proposed improvements, tax increments 

for each year of the financial plan, amount of bonded indebtedness to 

be incurred, other sources of anticipated revenues and the duration of 

the financial plan.  [24 VSA§1898(e)] 

Allowable debt and period that debt may be incurred 

 Incremental property tax revenue may be pledged and appropriated for 

payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for improvements 

contained wholly or partially within the district. [24 VSA §1897] 

 Bonds may take the form of general obligation bonds or revenue bonds 

and must be approved by a majority of registered voters at a duly 

warned special or annual meeting. [24 VSA §1898(b) and 24 VSA 

§1897] 

                                                                                                                                         
6 Legislative body means the mayor and alderboard, the city council, the selectboard and the president 
and trustees of an incorporated village. 
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 If revenue bonds are issued, they are payable solely from income 

proceeds, revenues, and tax increments resulting from the 

improvements in the TIF district.  [24 VSA §1898(b)] 

 The municipality may incur debt relative to the TIF district for a period 

of 10 years following creation of the TIF district.  The 10-year 

borrowing period commences April 1 of the year the TIF district is 

created by the municipality’s legislative body. [24 VSA §1894]   

Establish original taxable value (OTV)  

 OTV is the sum of the aggregate taxable valuations of land and 

improvements in the TIF district on the date the district was approved 

as then most recently determined. [24 VSA §1895 and 24 VSA 

§1898(b)] 

 On April 1 of the first year, the lister or assessor certifies the OTV of 

the TIF district parcels as then most recently determined. [24 

VSA§1895] 

Calculation and utilization of incremental property tax revenue  

 Incremental property tax revenue equals current assessed value of 

properties located wholly or partially within the TIF district less OTV 

multiplied by the current tax rates of the municipality, the school 

district7 and any other taxing authority.8  [24 VSA §1896, 24 VSA       

§1897 and 24 VSA §1898(b)] 

 The municipality’s legislative body may pledge and appropriate 

incremental property tax revenue received from the TIF district for the 

payment of bond principal and interest. [24 VSA§1897] 

 

                                                                                                                                         
7 The school district rate is determined by the state and is a statewide property tax.  

8 TIF district taxable property shall be subject to the same total tax rate as other taxable property in the 
municipality, except as otherwise provided by law.  
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Period that incremental property tax revenue may be retained for 

payment of debt 

 Incremental property tax revenue may be retained in each year 

subsequent to creation of the district for which the current assessed 

valuation exceeds the OTV until all capital indebtedness of the district 

has been fully paid.  [24 VSA §1896 and 24 VSA §1898(b)] 

 The TIF district continues until all indebtedness incurred by the 

municipality to fund the improvements in the TIF district has been paid. 

[24 VSA §1898(b) and 24 VSA §1894] 

 To the extent incremental property tax revenue is pledged and 

appropriated for payment of debt incurred to finance development in 

the district, it must be segregated in a special account of the 

municipality. [24 VSA §1896] 

Distribution of incremental tax revenue 

 Incremental property tax revenue which in any tax year exceeds the 

principal and interest payments for the bonds issued for improvements 

in the district is required to be distributed to the municipality and 

school district in proportion that each budget bears to the combined 

total of both budgets unless otherwise negotiated. [24 VSA §1900]    

Reporting  

 Each year of the life of the TIF district, the lister or assessor for the 

municipality shall certify and report to the legislative body the amount 

that the OTV has increased or decreased and the proportion that any 

increase or decrease bears to the total assessed valuation of real 

property for that year. [24 VSA §1895] 

Since the passage of Act 60 (Equal Education Opportunity) in 1997, the 

statutes related to TIF districts have undergone numerous amendments. Per 1 

VSA §212, amendments generally take effect prospectively on July 1 

following the date of their passage unless otherwise specifically provided. 

Accordingly, many of the changes to TIF statutes are applicable to 

Burlington’s TIF district.  See figure 2 for a timeline of select amendments to 

TIF legislation, the effective dates, and those changes impacting the 

Burlington TIF district from 1997 through 2010.  Items in grey do not apply 

to Burlington’s TIF district. 
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Figure 2: Timeline of Select Changes to TIF District Statutes and Applicability of 
Certain Amendments to Burlington (appendix II contains greater detail) 
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Figure 2: Timeline of Select Changes to TIF District Statutes and Applicability of 

Certain Amendments to Burlington (appendix II contains greater detail)—continued 
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Effect of Act 60 on Burlington’s TIF District 

Burlington established its TIF district on January 22, 1996. This was prior to 

the passage of Act 60 in 1997 which changed the state’s education funding 

mechanism.  With the passage of Act 60 and the state’s migration to 

statewide funding for public education, the administration of TIF districts 

was complicated by the retention of incremental property tax revenue which 

includes statewide education increment and impacts statewide funding for 

public schools. 

There are two components of incremental property tax revenue: statewide 

education increment and municipal increment. The distinction of state and 

municipal components in the incremental property tax revenue is significant 

because funding for public education in Vermont is mostly based on 

statewide education property taxes.  The TIF program allows municipalities 

to retain the statewide education increment rather than remit the taxes to the 

state.  The proportion of statewide education increment that municipalities 

may retain is contingent upon the extent to which the total incremental 

property tax revenue (statewide education increment and municipal 

increment) is pledged and appropriated for debt repayment or prefunding. 

Burlington is one of two municipalities that may retain up to 100 percent of 

the statewide education increment.9     

Burlington TIF District  

On January 22, 1996, the City of Burlington created a TIF district known as 

the “Waterfront TIF District” along the central and northern end of the 

waterfront.  On June 23, 1997, the city authorized an expansion of the district 

to include a sliver of property extending from the lakefront to Church Street.  

Figure 2 illustrates the TIF district. 

                                                                                                                                         
9 Per Act 54 (2009 session), commencing January 1, 2010, Burlington’s borrowing period for the 
waterfront TIF district was extended for five years. As a result, if new debt is incurred, the city will no 
longer be authorized to retain 100 percent of the statewide education increment.  Beginning in the fiscal 
year in which there is incurrence of new TIF district debt, the city will need to calculate and make an 
annual payment on December 10 to the Education Fund each year until 2025.  The payment will be 25 
percent of the incremental value generated subsequent to April 1, 2010, excluding the incremental 
value of two TIF district properties.   
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Figure 3:  Map of the Waterfront TIF District 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initially, the city intended the TIF district to be used to redevelop the Lake 

Street district and make the waterfront area more accessible and vibrant.  But 

as the TIF progressed, the City invested in infrastructure upgrades and 

parking garage additions to stimulate the market for commercial retail stores 

and business offices.  

According to city officials, infrastructure improvements to Lake Street, the 

Westlake Garage, and the Lakeside Parking Garage have encouraged 

business growth.  Private “anchor projects” include Macy’s, the new Marriot 

Hotel, a new office and retail building on Lake Street, and 16 residential 

condos and 40 residential units of affordable housing also along Lake Street.  

The cost of the TIF district’s improvements was funded as follows:  

 

 $2.5 million in state grants from the Vermont Agency of Commerce 

and Community Development, 
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 $1.6 million in United States Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) Section 108 loans, and 

 $15.2 million in certificates of participation.10 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         
10 A type of debt financing arrangement structured as a lease that pledges a specific revenue stream 
(such as incremental property tax revenue) for repayment. 
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Burlington Complied with State Statutes in Establishing Its TIF 

District  
Burlington adhered to requirements in state statute associated with 

establishing and expanding its TIF district, including:  

 holding publicly warned meetings to discuss formation and financing 

of the TIF districts, 

 passing a city council resolution approving the TIF districts, and 

 obtaining voter approval for anticipated financing. 

Table 1 presents our assessment of Burlington’s compliance with the 

requirements for creating a TIF district and authorizing financing for 

improvements in the TIF district. 

Table 1:  Assessment of Burlington's Compliance with Required Steps for Creating a 
TIF District and Authorizing Financing 

Statutory Requirements Comments Compliance 

Hold publicly warned 
meetings on proposed TIF 
district plan, with a 
description of the TIF district 
boundaries and properties. 

Meeting held on 1/22/96.  

 

Hold publicly warned 
meetings on a financial plan 
for proposed improvements. 

Meeting held on 1/22/96.  

Adoption of TIF district plan 
by legislative body of 
municipality (e.g. city council). 

City council approved 
district on 1/22/96. 

 

 

Record TIF district plan with 
municipal clerk and lister or 
assessor. 

The plan was filed on 
1/23/96. 

 

Obtain approval of majority of 
registered voters for general 
obligation or revenue bonds 
at a warned special or annual 
meeting. 

Meeting held on 3/5/96 for 
financing of Waterfront 
Revitalization Project(i.e. 
TIF district).

a
 Financing 

was approved by the 
voters. 

 

 

a
 The voter resolution specified the authorization of HUD Section 108 financing or another equivalent 

financing source for Waterfront Revitalization Projects.  

 

In addition, on June 23, 1997, in accordance with TIF district statutes, the 

city council voted to authorize an expansion of the TIF district as allowed by 

Act 60. 
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In establishing its TIF district, the city council worked closely with city 

officials to identify and adhere to the statutory requirements for establishing 

its TIF district.  By carefully following the statutory criteria, Burlington 

appropriately established its TIF district as a financing tool for their 

impending projects. 
 

Burlington Did Not Always Administer Its TIF District According to 

Statutory Requirements  

Certain aspects of Burlington’s practices in administering its TIF district 

were not in accordance with statutory requirements. Specifically, the city 

used approximately $1.2 million of the incremental property tax revenue 

generated by its TIF district to 

repay debt associated with a land 

acquisition that occurred prior to 

the creation of the TIF district and 

thus was ineligible to be paid with 

incremental property tax revenue.  

In addition, Burlington did not 

follow statutory criteria to 

determine how much statewide 

education increment to retain and 

underpaid the state $1 million.  

The use of incremental property 

tax revenue for ineligible 

expenditures and underpaying the 

state its portion of the statewide 

education increment increases the likelihood that Burlington will need to 

retain statewide education increment for a longer period of time to repay its 

TIF district debt than it would have if it had complied with the uses specified 

in statute.  Finally, the city met some, but not all reporting requirements, but 

the information reported was mostly consistent with the city’s financial 

records.  Timely and accurate reporting is needed to monitor the status of the 

TIF district and to provide decision makers with information to make 

decisions about the TIF program. 

 

Burlington Inappropriately Utilized $1.2 Million of Incremental Property Tax Revenue  

State statutes put restrictions on how incremental property tax revenue can be 

used.  Specifically, according to 24 VSA §1897 and 32 VSA §5401(10)(E), 

utilization of incremental property tax revenue is limited to repaying or 

Incremental property tax 

revenue occurs when municipal 

financed improvements in TIF 

districts facilitate development in 

the district, resulting in increased 

property values.  The increase in 

property values (e.g. the net 

increase over the property value 

prior to improvements) multiplied 

by current property tax rates yields 

the incremental property tax 

revenue. 
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prefunding principal and interest on bonds issued within 10 years of the 

creation of the TIF district11 to finance improvements12 located wholly or 

partially within the TIF district. 

Burlington is limited to using incremental property tax revenue to repay TIF 

district debt issued from April 1, 1996 to March 31, 2006 to finance 

improvements in the TIF district.  As of June 30, 2010, Burlington has used 

about $8.3 million in incremental property tax revenue to repay and prefund 

debt, $8 million and $277,000, respectively.  However, the city has used $1.2 

million of incremental property tax revenue to repay certificates of 

participation (COPS)13 that were issued in 1999 to pay off (e.g. restructure or 

refinance) debt associated with the acquisition of 46 acres of waterfront 

property (the “Urban Reserve”) that occurred October 15, 199114 – more than 

four years prior to the creation of the TIF district. 

According to advice we obtained from the Office of the Attorney General, 

Burlington may not use incremental property tax revenue to pay the Urban 

Reserve debt.  The AG concluded that the relevant debt to measure against 

the statutorily allowed borrowing period is the 1991 loan.  It is the initial debt 

financing the land acquisition, not the subsequent debt, which must have 

originated during the statutorily allowed borrowing period.  Likewise, the 

improvements financed with the initial debt must have occurred after creation 

of the TIF district.  In this case, neither is true – the debt and improvement 

(i.e. land acquisition) originated in 1991, more than four years prior to the 

creation of the TIF district and the allowed borrowing period.     

Further, the AG advised that TIF districts are authorized for the purpose of 

funding expenditures such as acquisition of property that will stimulate 

development or redevelopment with the TIF district.  If an investment has 

already occurred as it has in this instance (with the purchase of the land), the 

creation of a TIF district at a subsequent date does not serve the purpose of 

motivating the investment.  

                                                                                                                                         
11 Per 24 VSA §1894, the 10-year borrowing period commences on April 1 of the year the district is 
approved by the municipality’s legislative body.   

12 Per 24 VSA 1891, improvements include land acquisition and construction of streets and utilities. 

13 A type of debt financing arrangement structured as a lease that pledges a specific revenue stream 
(such as incremental property tax revenue) for repayment.  

14 The city acquired the Urban Reserve in 1991.  To finance the acquisition, the city obtained a loan 
from the Trust for Public Lands (TPL).  In 1993, the city borrowed money from the Burlington City 
Employees’ Retirement System (“Retirement System”) to pay off the TPL loan.  Subsequently, in 
1999, the city issued $1,390,000 certificates of participation (COPS) to pay off the Retirement System 
loan. 
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Burlington’s assistant city attorney (ACA) provided our office with a 

response to the AG’s opinion (see exhibit A in appendix V) in which he put 

forward multiple rationales to justify the refinancing of the Urban Reserve 

debt as a legitimate TIF district transaction.  We consulted with the AG’s 

office regarding Burlington’s analysis and the AG’s office determined that 

the analysis did not alter their conclusion that the Urban Reserve debt may 

not be paid with TIF district incremental property tax revenue.   

 

Also, we disagreed with some of the facts presented by the ACA.  For 

example: 

 

 The ACA explained that the 1999 COPs were utilized to extinguish 

the Retirement System’s legal interest in the Urban Reserve and that 

this extinguishment of interest constituted an improvement.  The 

Retirement System’s interest, as described by the ACA, was an option 

to purchase the Urban Reserve, but it was never exercised.  In fact, 

the records provided by the city indicate that the city maintained 

ownership of the property since its acquisition in 1991.  Further, we 

obtained a legal opinion from external counsel that concluded the 

Retirement System’s purchase option had no effect on legal 

ownership of the property and the city has held title to the property 

since 1991.  Therefore, its extinguishment does not constitute a 

change of circumstance related to the property, therefore an 

improvement did not occur.    

 The ACA argues that Burlington has openly held out its refinancing 

of the Urban Reserve as a TIF debt for 13 years and that the state has 

known and not objected to its inclusion.  However, based upon the 

debt schedules that Burlington provided to our office and the 

information that Burlington provided to the Vermont Department of 

Taxes (DOT) and Joint Fiscal Office (JFO) for its limited review of 

the TIF district in 2009, we concluded that prior to our audit, DOT 

had no basis to know that incremental property tax revenue was being 

used to repay debt associated with a property purchased before the 

establishment of the TIF district.  For example, in the schedule of TIF 

district improvements provided to DOT for purposes of its limited 

review, Burlington described one project as the “Urban Reserve 

Acquisition,” and the date and type of financing as “1999; certificates 

of participation.”  Based on this characterization, a reader would not 

be able to discern that the acquisition of the property occurred in 

1991.       
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Inappropriate use of incremental property tax revenue affects how much of 

the statewide education increment may be retained (e.g. kept by the city 

rather than remitted to the state) which will be addressed in the next section. 

  

Burlington Inappropriately Retained $1 Million of Statewide Education Increment 

State statutes restrict the amount and length of time statewide education 

increment may be retained by municipalities.  The amount of statewide 

education increment a municipality may retain is a function of how much 

incremental property tax 

revenue is generated by a 

TIF district and the extent 

to which the incremental 

property tax revenue is 

pledged15 and 

appropriated16 for 

repayment or prefunding of 

TIF district debt.  State 

statute establishes the 

methodology 

municipalities are to use to 

calculate incremental 

property tax revenue generated by TIF districts and to determine the 

proportion of statewide education increment that may be retained.  Burlington 

may retain statewide education increment for up to 20 years from the date 

debt was issued.17 

Mistakes in Burlington’s Approach to Revenue and Retention 

Calculations 

Burlington did not follow the methodology delineated in state statute 

for 1) calculating incremental property tax revenue and 2) determining the 

proportion of statewide education increment to retain. 

                                                                                                                                         
15 For purposes of municipal debt financing, a pledge is a promise or commitment related to the use of 
a specified source (e.g. incremental property tax revenue) for repayment of the debt obligation.  
Burlington’s debt arrangements pledge incremental property tax revenue as the source of repayment 
along with the municipality’s general obligation (e.g. full faith, credit and taxing power). 

16 Per Vermont statute, appropriations are planned expenditures. 

17 Sec.72, Act 190 (2008 session).  

Incremental property tax revenue 

is comprised of two components: 

municipal increment and statewide 

education increment.  Municipalities 

with approved TIF districts are 

exempt from paying the state some or 

all of the statewide education 

increment generated by incremental 

property values in TIF districts. 
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(1) Calculation of Incremental Property Tax Revenue  

 

Incremental property tax revenue is required by statute to be calculated as 

incremental property value growth (total current April 1 assessed value of 

TIF district properties less OTV18) multiplied by the municipal and 

statewide education property tax rates (i.e. tax rates of all taxing 

authorities). 19  However, Burlington did not include all tax rates in its 

incremental property tax calculation. The city told us that they excluded 

certain tax rates because the rates had specific uses delineated in the 

city’s charter and ordinances (see exhibit C in appendix V).  We sought 

the advice of the AG’s office with regard to whether the city’s position 

was valid.  According to guidance provided by the AG’s office, there may 

be some merit in the city’s position because the legislative intent with 

respect to TIF revenue calculations is ambiguous as a result of what 

appears to be legislative intent to treat certain Burlington municipal tax 

assessments specified in its city charter for a restricted use versus the 

requirement in the TIF statutes to include all tax rates in the calculation of 

incremental property tax revenue. Therefore, given this ambiguity, 

although the statute does not explicitly address whether certain tax rates 

may be excluded from the calculation of incremental property tax 

revenue, it is reasonable to conclude that certain tax rates may be 

excluded if the use has been designated (e.g. restricted) for a special use 

and the designation is included in state law, such as a city charter 

approved by the state legislature.20  However, those tax rates delineated in 

the city charter, but without description of a specified use, must be 

included in the calculation of incremental property tax revenue.21 

  

SAO calculated incremental property tax revenue through June 30, 2010, 

according to statutory requirements and guidance provided by the AG’s 

                                                                                                                                         
18 OTV is the sum of the aggregate value of land and improvements in the TIF district as of the date the 
district is approved (24 VSA §1898(b)).   

19 24 VSA §1896, 24 VSA §1897 and 24 VSA §1898(b) establish the requirements for calculating 
incremental property tax revenue. 

20 One example is the library tax rate which is designated for a specific use of the funds.  24 VSA App. 
§3-102c states “the city council shall annually assess upon the property grand list of the city to assist in 
meeting the appropriation made for the use of purchasing books and other media for the library 
department, a tax which will, in the judgment of the city council, be sufficient to assist in meeting such 
appropriation..” 

21 For example, the retirement tax rate is authorized in city charter, but the use is not restricted for a 
singular purpose.  24 VSA App. §284 states “the city council is hereby given authority and power to 
provide in the annual budget an appropriation to the fund, as may be necessary to meet the required 
demands thereunder.” 
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office and found that Burlington’s TIF district generated $8,362,000 of 

incremental property tax revenue - $58,000 more revenue than the city 

accounted for in its records.  This is primarily because of differences 

between which municipal tax rates Burlington excluded in its incremental 

property tax revenue calculation and the municipal tax rates that we 

excluded from our calculation.   

We found that Burlington’s inclusion of certain municipal tax rates 

in its calculation of incremental property tax revenue was not 

consistent with the rationale the city provided to support the 

exclusion of certain municipal tax rates.  Specifically, Burlington 

included tax rates in its calculation that, according to its rationale, 

should have been excluded.  For example, Burlington excluded the 

library tax rate because the city charter limited the use of the 

proceeds for a specific purpose, but the city included the park tax 

rate even though city charter designated a specific use for these 

funds as well.  See table 2 for a comparison of the rates that 

Burlington included and excluded from the calculation to the rates 

that SAO included and excluded from the calculation according to 

advice from the AG’s office.  The table also demonstrates that there 

are tax rates, the first three listed, which Burlington should have 

excluded from its incremental property tax revenue calculation 

according to its own rationale. 
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Table 2:  Comparison of Burlington’s tax rates included and excluded to the tax 
rates included and excluded by SAO in the calculation of incremental property tax 
revenue. 

Municipal tax 

rates 

City charter prescribes 

specific use, 

may be excluded
a
 

Excluded 

from Burlington 

Calculation 

Excluded 

from SAO 

Calculation 

Police/Fire X No Yes 

Parks X No Yes 

Streets X No Yes 

Library X Yes Yes 

Debt service X Yes Yes 

Retirement  Yes No 

CCTA  Yes No 

County  Yes No 

Emergency  Yes No 

Open space  Yes No 

Housing  Yes No 

General city  No No 

Highway  No No 
a
 Per advice of AG’s office, these are the municipal rates that have a required specific 

use of the funds raised delineated in the city’s charter that may be excluded from the 

calculation of incremental property tax revenue. 

 

The differences in tax rates used by Burlington in the calculation of 

incremental property tax revenue versus those used by SAO largely 

offset.  However, the ambiguity that exists with regard to how the 

legislature intended provisions of the TIF statutes to work with the 

provisions of the city’s charter that specifies certain uses of 

municipal tax rates, means that municipalities have a mechanism to 

utilize municipal increment for purposes other than TIF district debt 

repayment.  This could be significant since the result will be an 

increased reliance on the education increment versus the municipal 

increment to repay TIF district debt.  Moreover, this means that the 

funds that otherwise would go to pay public education will be 

redirected to repayment of TIF district debt.  

 

In addition, our calculation of incremental property tax revenue 

could be understated because one property located within the TIF 

district may have been incorrectly exempted from taxation by the 

city.  We are referring this matter to the Department of Taxes for 

review because it is largely an issue related to tax compliance and is 
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not significant to our audit objective. Refer to appendix III for more 

details. 

 

(2) Retention of Statewide Education Increment  

 

Burlington is permitted to retain up to 100% of the statewide 

education increment to the extent all of the incremental property tax 

revenue is pledged and appropriated for the repayment or prefunding 

of TIF district debt.
22

  According to an Attorney General’s Office 

opinion, per 32 VSA §5401(10)(E), in order for Burlington to retain 

all of statewide education increment, all incremental property tax 

revenue must be pledged and appropriated for TIF-related debt.  

Further, the AG 

advised that to the 

extent incremental 

property tax revenue 

is not pledged and 

appropriated for 

payment of TIF-

related debt, the 

underlying growth in 

property value is 

subject to the 

statewide education 

property tax and a 

portion of the 

statewide education increment is owed to the state (i.e. may not be 

retained by Burlington).    

To illustrate, if a TIF district generated $1 million of incremental property 

tax revenue, comprised of $750,000 statewide education increment and 

$250,000 municipal increment, and pledges and appropriates the entire $1 

million, then 100 percent of the $750,000 of statewide education 

increment may be retained.  If all of the $1 million of incremental 

property tax revenue is pledged for repayment, but only $400,000 is 

appropriated, only 40 percent of the statewide education increment may 

                                                                                                                                         
22 Per Act 54 (2009 session), commencing January 1, 2010, Burlington’s borrowing period was 
extended for five years.  As a result, if new debt is incurred, the city will no longer be authorized to 
retain 100 percent of the statewide education increment.  Beginning in the fiscal year in which there is 
incurrence of new TIF district debt, the city will need to calculate and make an annual payment on 
December 10 to the Education Fund each year until 2025.  The payment will be 25 percent of the 
incremental value generated subsequent to April 1, 2010, excluding the incremental value of two TIF 
district properties. 

If incremental property tax revenue is 

pledged for repayment or prefunding of 

TIF district debt, but not all of the 

incremental property tax revenue is 

appropriated for this purpose, the 

municipality must remit a portion of 

statewide education increment to the 

state equivalent to the percentage of 

incremental property tax revenue not 

appropriated. 
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be retained.  In this example, $450,000 ($750,000 x 60 percent) of 

statewide education increment would be remitted to the state.       

By entering into various financing arrangements, Burlington has pledged 

to repay approximately $23.2 million in debt service using incremental 

property tax revenue.  However, we found that Burlington’s appropriation 

(e.g. actual debt payments and prefunding) of incremental property tax 

revenue for eligible debt repayment or prefunding from 1997 to 2010 

ranged from 0 percent to 100 percent and the median was 85.1 percent of 

incremental property tax revenue generated by the district.  The actual 

eligible use was less than one hundred percent because the city spent 

approximately $1.2 million23 on ineligible debt repayment (the Urban 

Reserve).   

Burlington should have limited its retention of statewide education 

increment to the extent it had eligible uses. However, Burlington 

generally retained all of the statewide education increment and this 

resulted in a shortfall of payments to the state education fund.  We 

recalculated how much education increment Burlington should have 

retained from 1997 to 2010, correcting for 1) Burlington’s incorrect 

inclusion and exclusion of municipal tax rates and 2) incorrect use of 

funds to repay Urban Reserve debt.  We concluded that Burlington did 

not remit $1 million in statewide education increment24 owed to the state.  

See table 3 for an illustrative year, 2009, showing the calculation of the 

amount of statewide education increment that should have been remitted 

to the state that year. 

                                                                                                                                         
23 The $1.2 million is comprised of municipal and statewide increment. 

24 An additional $200,000 represents municipal increment.  
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Table 3:  Calculation of Burlington’s Percentage of Incremental Revenue Appropriated and 
Underpayment of Statewide Education Increment for FY 2009  

Description 

Percentage of 

Incremental Revenue  

Appropriated 

Calculation of 

Underpayment 

Statewide education increment $1,059,000  

Municipal increment
a
 352,000  

Total incremental property tax revenue 1,411,000  

  

Eligible debt service payments
b
 1,259,000  

  

Percent of incremental property tax revenue 

appropriated ($1,259,000/$1,411,000)
c
 

 

89.2% 

 

  

Amount of statewide education increment 

actually retained  

 $1,058,000 

 

 

SAO calculation of statewide education 

increment that should have been retained 

($1,059,000 x 89.2 percent)
 
 

  

 

945,000 

 

 

Amount of Burlington’s underpayment to 

State for FY2009 

 $113,000 

 

a
 Includes revenue associated with all municipal tax rates, except the tax rates that met the statutory 

requirement for exclusion.  See table 2 for rates that we excluded. 
b
 Excludes payments of $106,447 made for the Urban Reserve debt. 

c
 The percentage of incremental property tax revenue appropriated by Burlington differed for most years. 

 

Burlington’s use of incremental property tax revenue for ineligible purposes 

and retention of more statewide education increment than allowed per statute 

increases the likelihood that the city will retain statewide education increment 

for a greater period of time than if Burlington administered its TIF district in 

accordance with statute.  
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Burlington Did Not Meet All Reporting Requirements, but the Information Reported 
Was Consistent with Its Financial Records  

At various times Burlington has been required to issue reports related to the 

TIF district to both city and state organizations (executive and legislative 

branches).  

City Council 

In the first year of the TIF district, the city assessor was required to 

report the assessed value of the property within the TIF district to the 

city council.  The city assessor did not report the assessed value of the 

TIF district property in the first year of the TIF district. 

 

In  each year thereafter (until the end of the TIF district life), the 

assessor is required to certify and report to the city council the amount 

the TIF district  properties have either increased or decreased in 

relation to the value established in the first year of the district. The 

city assessor did not report the changes in assessed TIF district 

property value to the city council.    

State Agencies 

Per a statutory amendment effective in 2008 the city is required 

annually to provide information about the TIF district to DOT and the 

Vermont Economic Progress Council (VEPC) by December 1. 25 The 

required information includes scope of the planned improvements and 

development, debt service payments, the original taxable property, 

incremental property value growth, the annual tax increment, and the 

annual amount of tax increments utilized.  

 

The city did not provide the required annual reports to VEPC or DOT 

by the December 1 deadline.  Although Burlington did not provide the 

annual reports, one piece of the required data, incremental property 

growth was provided to DOT annually in connection with the state’s 

data gathering processes related to statewide public education 

funding.  We found this reported data to be consistent with city 

schedules. Nevertheless, the other required data was not provided to 

the DOT or VEPC. 

                                                                                                                                         
25 24 VSA§1901. 
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Legislative Committee  

The city was required to provide a one-time report to the Joint Fiscal 

Committee (JFC) in August 2009.  Also commencing July 1, 2010, 

the city is required to report annually to the Joint Fiscal Committee.  

 

The city submitted the one time report to the JFC by the August 2009 

deadline and the report contained accurate information, based upon 

the city’s records.  Although the filing of the annual report to the JFC 

is outside the scope of our audit (i.e. subsequent to June 30, 2010), we 

obtained the reports filed July 1, 2010 and July 1, 2011 and it appears 

that these reports were filed timely and contained the information 

required by statute.   

 

The city’s failure to meet some of its reporting requirements was the result of 

1) a lack of documented policies and procedures related to TIF district 

reporting requirements, 2) a lack of awareness of the requirement to provide 

data to the city council and 3) city officials’ belief that statutory amendments 

subsequent to the establishment of Burlington’s TIF district generally did not 

apply.   

 

If the city had established and documented policies and procedures related to 

reporting requirements, they may have recognized that statute required that 

certain data be reported to the city council and to VEPC and DOT.  Without 

documented procedures, the risk increases that reporting will not be timely or 

will not occur at all. 

 

According to city officials, they were not aware of the requirement to report 

to the city council until we brought it to their attention.  The city officials 

were aware of reporting requirement to DOT and VEPC;  however, they 

thought the requirement did not apply to them since it was effective 

subsequent to the establishment of the TIF district.  In addition, according to 

the Executive Director of VEPC, he believed that the annual reporting 

requirement did not apply to Burlington.  However, commencing in 2011, 

VEPC developed a template for all municipalities with TIF districts to 

complete, including Burlington. 

 

Timely and accurate reporting of the TIF district data to city and state 

officials facilitates monitoring of the status of the TIF district which is critical 

to ensuring that the TIF district operates as expected.  Accomplishing this 

may be difficult without periodically reviewing applicable statutes and 

establishing policies and procedures to ensure timely and accurate reporting. 

Further, without accurate information, municipal and state officials may find 

it difficult to make informed decisions about the program. 
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Burlington’s Establishment and Monitoring of Performance 

Measures Was Limited 

The city’s establishment and monitoring of performance measures to indicate 

the extent to which its TIF district was meeting municipal and state economic 

and fiscal goals was limited.  Specifically, Burlington did not 1) establish 

measures for all objectives (i.e. goals), 2) consistently set targets and 3) 

consistently track actual results.  Without pertinent data indicating the extent 

to which the municipality has met its goals, decisions made regarding the TIF 

district may be less effective than if complete performance information was 

available and utilized. 

  

Although the statutes governing TIF district creation and administration do 

not contain an explicit requirement for municipalities to establish and 

monitor performance relative to achievement of the three TIF district goals, 

benefits can accrue from the effective use of performance measurement. In 

addition, the state emphasizes performance measurement via its requirement 

for state organizations to annually submit a variety of performance 

measurement information to the general assembly. According to the 

Government Finance Officers Association, for every specific economic 

development incentive (e.g. tax increment financing), the economic benefit to 

the government, as well as the cost of the incentive, should be measured and 

compared against the goals and criteria that have been previously established 

for the incentive.  

 

Table 4 provides a comparison of the state’s and city’s objectives (i.e. goals) 

related to measures and targets established by Burlington and whether actual 

results were monitored.   
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Table 4:   Comparison of Objectives and Measures to Targets Established and Actuals Monitored 

Objective  Measures 
Targets 
Established 

Actuals 
Monitored 

Broaden the tax base 

 

Growth in incremental 
property value and 
incremental property tax 
revenue 

No
a
 

 
Yes  

Encourage development 

Construction of additional 
parking facilities 

Creation of affordable 
housing on waterfront 

Square footage of 
remediated waterfront 
properties  

Lake Street improvements, 
including installation of 
curbing and sidewalks 

No 

 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

No
b
  

 

 

No
b 

 

No
b 

 

No
c
 

Improve employment 
opportunities 

None No 
 

No
 

a 
Targets were established for property value growth for the TIF district in 1996, however the targets 

were not updated when the TIF district was significantly expanded in 1997.  
b 
According to the Director of Community Economic Development Organization, the project status 

associated with the performance measures has only been updated through 1998. 
c
 Some of the Lake Street improvements were completed and reported in 1998.  However, other 

improvements were not completed and the city did not monitor results subsequent to 1998. 

 

The city did not consistently monitor the performance measures it had 

established because the city considers its primary TIF district performance 

measure the growth in property values in the TIF district and city officials 

believe this measure is sufficient to track the performance of the TIF district.  

Further, the city believes it is not compelled to establish and track 

performance measures since statute does not require it.   

 

Although the city has consistently measured and monitored the growth of 

property values in the TIF district, without comparison to a target for growth 

it is difficult to discern whether the level of actual activity was the expected 

outcome.  Further, without measures for all objectives and consistent 

monitoring for the measures it established, the city lacks a systematic 

mechanism to accurately determine whether the TIF district is operating as 

intended. 
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Conclusion 

Burlington adhered to requirements in state statute associated with 

establishing and expanding its TIF district.  However, certain aspects of 

Burlington’s practices in administering its TIF district were not in accordance 

with statutory requirements. Specifically, the city used approximately $1.2 

million of the incremental property tax revenue generated by its TIF district 

to repay debt associated with a land acquisition that occurred prior to the 

creation of the TIF district and thus was ineligible to be paid with incremental 

property tax revenue.  This mistake is the primary cause of the reduced 

percentage of eligible uses of incremental property tax revenue which 

impacts the amount of statewide education increment that may be retained.  

The city should have limited its retention of statewide education increment to 

the extent it had eligible uses. However, Burlington generally retained all of 

the statewide education increment and did not remit $1 million in statewide 

education increment owed to the state.  City officials provided various 

rationales for their approach to administering the TIF district, including a 

legal opinion justifying aspects of their approach.  We considered the city’s 

legal justifications but disagree based on discussions with the AG’s office 

and reviews of records and other evidence.     

Due to the extension of the city’s borrowing period for an additional 5 years 

commencing January 2010, it’s possible that the waterfront TIF district will 

continue to retain statewide education increment through 2025.  Because of 

the continuing effect that this will have on statewide education funding, it is 

critical that Burlington correct the mistakes in its approach to administering 

the TIF district.  Without such a correction, Burlington could continue to 

retain statewide education property taxes that should be remitted to the state.  

Recommendations 

We recommend that the Burlington chief administrative officer:  

1. Cease using incremental property tax revenue for payment of the 

certificates of participation related to the 1991 purchase of the Urban 

Reserve, 

2. Modify the calculation of incremental property tax revenue to include all 

components of the municipal tax rates that do not have restricted uses 

approved by the legislature, 
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3. Work cooperatively with the state to resolve the city’s $1 million shortfall 

in payments to the state education fund, 

4. Designate a city official to be responsible for reviewing the statutory 

requirements for reporting and to document policies and procedures to 

ensure timely and accurate reporting, and 

5. Designate a city official to establish and monitor a set of performance 

measures, including numerical targets for all measures.  

Management Comments and Our Evaluation 

In a letter dated May 9, 2012, the city attorney and corporation counsel for 

the City of Burlington provided a written response to a draft of this report on 

behalf of the city, which can be read in its entirety in appendix IV.   

 

The city generally disagreed with the findings of our report and proffered 

various legal arguments, but no new documentary evidence, to support their 

positions and disagreements.  In addition, the city states that even if our 

conclusion (the city inappropriately used incremental property tax revenue to 

pay for Urban Reserve debt) is correct, the remedy would not be to refund the 

state education increment to the state, but rather the city could and would 

prefund other TIF eligible debts.  We consulted with the attorney general’s 

office regarding the city’s legal arguments in its comments on the draft report 

and the AG’s office stated that its conclusions remain the same.  Given that 

the AG’s conclusion remains unchanged and the city did not provide new 

documentary evidence, we did not revise our findings and conclusions, 

although we provided clarifying language where appropriate.  In addition, 

based on our consultation with the AG’s office, we revised the report title and 

our third recommendation to recognize that state statute does not explicitly 

address how to resolve the city’s inappropriate use of incremental property 

tax revenue and the resulting $1 million shortfall of payments to the state’s 

education fund.  

 

Appendix IV contains the city’s response followed by our detailed analysis.  

Appendix V contains the city’s exhibits that it included in its response.  Many 

of Burlington’s arguments relate to their contention that they don’t owe any 

money to the state.  Our evaluation addresses each of their arguments, but our 

overall conclusions remain the same.  The following summarizes the city’s 

major points and our evaluation.
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Utilization of incremental property tax revenue to pay for Urban Reserve debt 

 

The city stated that the use of incremental property tax revenue to pay for the 

1999 certificates of participation issued to refinance the Urban Reserve 

property debt was appropriate and legal and that the city does not owe any 

money to the state.  The city posits three main arguments for its position.  

Definition of improvements 

The city contends that the AG’s office and our office have construed the 

definition of improvement too narrowly and, that at the time of the Urban 

Reserve refinancing, municipalities were given wide latitude to define what 

constituted an improvement.  The city reasons that its retention of the 

ownership of the Urban Reserve was preferable to the Burlington City 

Retirement System (“Retirement System”) gaining ownership per the terms 

of its financing arrangement with the city.26  Refinancing the Retirement 

System debt in 1998 with certificates of participation (COPs) enabled the city 

to realize its preference and the city argues this constitutes an improvement.  

In the first place, the city did not appear to be at risk of losing ownership of 

the Urban Reserve property.  Specifically, the second amendment to the 

Purchase and Sale contract with the Retirement System, dated September 30, 

1998, converted the arrangement to a long term financing arrangement, 

extinguishing the October 15, 1998 purchase option.  Second, even if the city 

had failed in its’ efforts to amend the financing arrangement with the 

Retirement System, according to the advice previously provided to us by the 

AG’s office, refinancing a 1991 debt is not an improvement associated with 

the city’s TIF district.  The relevant debt to measure against the statutory 

borrowing period is the initial debt in 1991 that funded the city’s acquisition 

of the property almost four years prior to the creation of the TIF district.  

Third, the city took title to the property in 1991 and continued to be the 

owner, regardless of the financing mechanism. 

Retroactive approval 

According to the city, the legislature retroactively approved Burlington’s use 

of COPs in its waterfront TIF district under broad language which 

encompassed all of the COPs previously issued, specifically the 1999 COPs 

used to refinance the Urban Reserve property.  The legislature’s retroactive 

                                                                                                                                         
26 Per the terms of the arrangement, the city was required to pay $1,148,000 plus interest to the 
Retirement System prior to October 15, 1998 or the Retirement System had the option to purchase the 
Urban Reserve.  
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authorization mentions a period during which COPs may be issued that is 

inclusive of the issuance date of the 1999 COPs for the Urban Reserve debt 

refinancing.  However, this authorization clarifies the period during which 

Burlington may issue COPs, rather than approves the issuance of specific 

COPs during the period.   

 

Based upon our consultations with the AG’s office and testimony presented 

by Burlington on April 9, 2008 to the Senate Finance Committee, it appears 

the intent of the legislature was to settle a dispute between DOT and 

Burlington regarding whether the city could use COPs as a type of financing 

instrument for improvements in its TIF district rather than to approve the 

issuance of specific COPs.  During its legislative testimony, the city 

requested 1) that it be able to continue to utilize COPs to finance TIF district 

improvements even though DOT asserted that its options were limited to 

general obligation bonds and 2) that municipalities be given greater 

flexibility in financing options for their TIF districts.  Further, during its 

testimony, the city did not mention the Urban Reserve 1999 certificates of 

participation.   

State was aware of Burlington’s use of TIF revenue for the Urban 

Reserve 

Finally, the city argues that the state should be estopped from asserting any 

claim respecting its use of TIF increment for a variety of reasons, including 

that the city has openly presented the use of TIF increments to refinance the 

Urban Reserve debt and their belief that the state knew the purpose for which 

the COPs were issued, to support their contention that the state knew about 

and acquiesced to the city’s use of incremental property tax revenue to pay 

for the Urban Reserve refinanced debt.   

 

During the course of our audit, we concluded that DOT had no basis to know 

that incremental property tax revenue was being used to repay debt associated 

with a property acquired prior to the creation of the TIF district.  Our 

conclusion was based upon documentary evidence provided by Burlington, 

including data Burlington provided to DOT in connection with DOT’s and 

JFO’s limited review of TIF districts in 2009. For example, Burlington 

provided DOT a schedule of TIF district improvements and described one 

project as “Urban Reserve acquisition” and the date and type of financing as 

“1999; certificates of participation.”  Burlington also provided debt schedules 

which describe the 1999 COPs as “Urban Reserve 1999.” The city also 

provided DOT with a copy of the 1996 city ballot referendum that lists 

various uses of tax increment, including for retirement and/or refinancing of 

the urban reserve debt.  Taken together, a reader would not be able to discern 

that the acquisition and original financing of the property occurred in 1991.  
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The city also claims that it provided the 1996 ballot referendum to VEPC and 

the legislature without any questioning of the propriety of using the TIF 

increments to refinance the urban reserve debt, but the city did not provide 

our office with any documentary evidence to substantiate the claim.   

 

The remaining reasons cited by the city in its argument do not appear 

relevant.  For example, the city states that the state was party to agreements 

related to the deeding of the Urban Reserve lands to the city in 1991, but the 

TIF district wasn’t established until 1996 and the refinancing was in 1999 so 

it is difficult to see how these disparate dates can be connected.  The city also 

cites the Agency of Commerce and Community Development (ACCD) award 

to the city of a $2.5 million Downtown Board grant to be utilized for 

repayment of debt incurred to construct a parking facility, but the parking 

garage is a separate transaction and the grant agreement signed by ACCD 

does not mention the Urban Reserve, so the grant seems unconnected to the 

Urban Reserve as well. 

Calculation of incremental property tax revenue 

 

The city stated that it believes its calculation of municipal incremental 

property tax is correct and substantially complied with legal requirements, 

but that since it is a complex matter, it plans to work cooperatively with state 

entities such as VEPC, DOT and the AG’s office to reach an understanding 

of how to treat municipal taxes which seem to be specifically dedicated and 

other taxes which the city believes the treatment of is ambiguous.   Our audit 

report reflected the advice of the AG’s office that stated that Burlington may 

exclude a portion of its municipal tax revenues from its TIF revenue 

calculation if the legislature has approved the designation of these revenues 

for a specific purpose.  The AG found that there are several municipal taxes 

(see report Table 2) that are authorized by Burlington’s city charter (approved 

by the legislature) for a specific purpose.  Further, the AG advised that other 

taxes authorized by the city’s charter, which the city excluded from its 

calculation, did not have language specific enough to override the general 

rule that the TIF calculation includes “all taxes levied by the municipality” 

and must be included in the TIF revenue calculation.  The ambiguity cited the 

by AG’s office is whether any municipal taxes can be excluded, but it has 

taken a broad view that the legislature may have intended that some be 

excluded, namely those tax rates that the legislature has approved for a 

specific purpose.  This opinion has the benefit of bringing consistency to 

Burlington’s own approach since the city was not consistent in applying its 

own methodology.   
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Although we believe our current recommendation is valid given the current 

statutes and the AG’s opinion, we encourage Burlington to work 

cooperatively with the state given the significance of the municipal increment 

that has been excluded by Burlington and used for non-TIF district purposes.  

From the creation of the TIF district in 1996 through June 30, 2010, 

Burlington excluded approximately $1 million of municipal increment from 

the TIF district, as a result of excluding components of its tax rate from the 

calculation of incremental property tax revenue.27  As Burlington noted in 

their response, this issue is likely to have significance for other municipalities 

as well. 

 

Reporting requirements 

 

The city believes it has substantially complied and also believes that most 

reporting requirements do not apply to the city’s waterfront TIF district, 

reasoning that those requirements were imposed after its creation and 

implementation and that VEPC operated with the understanding that the 

VEPC reporting and approval requirements did not apply to the city’s TIF 

district.  The city also believes that to the extent there were reporting 

requirements which the city failed to adhere to, the failure was a technical 

rather than a substantive omission.   

Based on advice we obtained from the AG’s office and legal counsel for the 

DOT regarding how to determine whether statutory amendments apply to 

existing TIF districts, we concluded that the reporting requirements we 

specify in our report are applicable to the city’s TIF district.  According to the 

legal counsel we received, amendments are generally effective prospectively 

unless there is evidence to suggest otherwise, such as a statement of 

legislative intent at the beginning of a law which might indicate otherwise or 

if the facts and circumstances in a specific situation indicate the amendment 

is not applicable.  There was no statement of legislative intent relative to the 

addition of annual reporting requirements in Act 190 (2008) and the city has 

not provided us with documentary evidence that the city of Burlington was 

specifically exempted from the annual reporting requirement.   

The city indicated that VEPC believed that the city was exempt from these 

reporting requirements as well.  According to the VEPC executive director, 

                                                                                                                                         
27 SAO calculated incremental property tax revenue through June 30, 2010 according to statutory 
requirements and the AG’s guidance that certain tax rates may be excluded from the calculation if the 
use has been restricted for a specific purpose.  Based on this, we calculated that the TIF district 
generated $58,000 more revenue than the city accounted for in its records.  
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he considered Burlington exempt from the requirement until recently.  

Commencing in 2011, VEPC developed a template for all municipalities with 

TIF districts to complete and according to the director, this would satisfy the 

municipalities’ Act 190 reporting requirements.  Accordingly, we will add 

this information to our report, but it does not change our conclusion that the 

city did not comply with reporting requirements, rather it describes an 

additional cause for the city’s failure to comply.  

The city stated that it does not object to our recommendation to designate a 

city official to be responsible for reviewing statutory requirements and 

documenting policies and procedures to ensure timely and accurate reporting.  

In addition, the city plans to work with relevant state entities to ensure it 

remains fully compliant with all legal requirements for its TIF districts going 

forward.   

Performance measures 

The city disagreed with our finding that the city’s establishment and 

monitoring of performance measures was limited since there are no legal 

requirements for establishing and monitoring a set of performance measures 

for the waterfront TIF district.  However, the city notes that it has no 

objection with respect to adopting our recommendation relative to the new 

projects and financing in the waterfront TIF district and the new downtown 

TIF district, since it believes that these districts are subject to statutory 

requirements relative to performance measures. 

Although there are no explicit legal requirements for municipalities to 

establish and monitor performance measures for TIF districts, benefits can 

accrue from the effective use of performance measurement and not all good 

practices are mandated in statute.  Further, without measures and targets for 

all municipal and state economic and fiscal goals, it is difficult to discern 

whether Burlington’s waterfront TIF district is operating as intended.  Given 

that the city is utilizing state education funds to repay the debt associated 

with TIF district improvements, even absent a statutory requirement to 

measure the results, the city should be able to provide the state with 

information regarding the quantitative results of its investment in the city’s 

TIF district. 

The city also disagreed with the data presented in Table 4 in the report that 

indicates that actual results were not monitored for construction of parking 

facilities and creation of affordable housing on the waterfront subsequent to 

1998.  However, the city did not provide additional documentary evidence to 

demonstrate that actual results were monitored.  The city acknowledges that 
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it did not update a performance measurement document, but stated that city 

officials can identify the number of additional parking facilities constructed, 

etc. and notes that the city could work with state entities to produce or 

reproduce data for measuring the success of the waterfront TIF district.   

 

Other Comments from the City of Burlington 

Also, in an email dated May 9, 2012, the assistant city attorney points out 

that, although we addressed our recommendations to the assistant 

administrative officer, the city has an interim chief administrative officer and 

requests that we address our recommendations to the City of Burlington 

rather than to a specific city official.  Generally accepted government 

auditing standards specify that recommendations are effective when they are 

addressed to parties that have the authority to act and our office’s adopted 

practice is to address recommendations to specific officials.  In keeping with 

these standards and our own practices, we will modify the report to address 

the recommendations to the chief administrative officer.  We reviewed the 

duties of chief administrative officer delineated in the city’s charter and it 

appears that this position, interim or otherwise, would have the authority to 

act upon the recommendations. 

-  -  -  -  - 

In accordance with 32 V.S.A. §163, we are also providing copies of this 

report to the secretary of the Agency of Administration, commissioner of the 

Department of Finance and Management, and the Department of Libraries. In 

addition, the report will be made available at no charge on the state auditor’s 

web site, http://auditor.vermont.gov/. 
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To address our three audit objectives we performed an analysis of the 

legislative statutes related to the creation, financing, administration and 

reporting requirements for tax increment financing districts in Vermont 

(contained in Titles 24 and 32), including numerous amendments and 

legislative acts since the original enabling legislation in 1985 (Act 87).  In 

addition, we met with officials from the municipality and DOT to understand 

their statutory interpretation of TIF legislation and sought authoritative 

opinions from the Office of the Attorney General in cases in which 

interpretations diverged.  

We reviewed a wide variety of published guidance and research on the use of 

tax increment financing as an economic development tool.  This included 

publications by the Government Finance Officers Association, audit reports 

of TIFs in other states, a 2009 study conducted jointly by DOT and the 

legislative joint fiscal office, which reported specifically on the existing TIF 

districts in Vermont,28 among others. 

In planning and executing our work with respect to our first objective, we 

interviewed municipal officials and obtained available documentation for the 

establishment and expansion of the TIF district, public hearing warnings, city 

council approval, and the TIF district plan.  These documents and records 

were assessed against the requirements contained in Vermont statutes Titles 

24 and 32 to determine whether the municipality adhered to requirements for 

the establishment of a TIF district. We reviewed documents for the debt 

financing including voter warnings and approvals, loan documents, and a 

grant agreement. 

In performing work in support of our second objective, we interviewed city 

officials, personnel from DOT’s Division of Property, Valuation and Review 

and the Vermont Department of Education regarding their processes, policies, 

and procedures related to administering the TIF district.  We performed 

walkthroughs of the city’s processes related to administering the TIF district 

in order to gain an understanding of internal controls sufficient to plan the 

scope of our detail testing related to utilization of incremental property tax 

revenue, the calculation and retention of incremental property tax, and 

reporting.  As a result, we determined to perform a combination of detail 

testing for two years, FY 2005 and FY 2006, and recalculations of key 

calculations from inception.         

                                                                                                                                         
28As required by 32 VSA §5404a(i). 
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We performed a variety of tests, as follows: 

 

 verified the allowability of TIF expenditures by reviewing original 

source documentation, 

 verified the debt service payments reported in the city’s schedule of 

TIF revenue and debt service payments to the amortization schedules 

and bank statements, 

 cross referenced TIF parcels from the property maps to the TIF 

property reports to determine proper inclusion/exclusion of TIF 

properties since inception of the TIF district,  

 reviewed TIF property value trends for all years by comparing the 

property values from inception through 2010 for consistency, errors, 

and missing information, 

 verified the information reported on the FY 2005 and FY 2006 TIF 

property reports to source documents such as the grand list, property 

tax bill, lister cards to validate the accuracy of the information 

reported,   

 reconciled Form 41129 to the grand list for FY 2005 and FY 2006 to 

ensure that the appropriate TIF and Non-TIF property information 

was reported to the state, 

 for FY 2005 and FY 2006 verified that the city remitted the 

appropriate statewide education property taxes to the state by 

reconciling the information reported on Form 411 to the Department 

of Education cash flow worksheet30 and the city’s general ledger, 

 obtained the city's TIF revenue calculation schedule for FY 2005 and 

FY 2006, recalculated the revenue and agreed the information used in 

the calculation to underlying support such as tax rates and TIF 

property reports, 

                                                                                                                                         
29 Form 411 is the required form that each municipality must use to report property information to the 
state each year. 

30 Department of Education utilizes the cash flow worksheet to calculate the amount of statewide 
education property tax each municipality owes to its local school district and/or to the state. 
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 verified the TIF revenue reported by the city for FY 2005 and 2006 in 

its revenue calculation schedule to the city’s general ledger, 

 recalculated the city's TIF revenue since inception of the TIF.  

Included in the analysis was a calculation of TIF revenue by the SAO 

using all appropriate tax rates, a summary of TIF revenue calculated 

and retained by the city, and a reconciliation of both calculations, 

 calculated incremental revenue utilized annually and any amounts 

owed to the State, 

 assessed the timeliness of the city’s reporting by comparing the dates 

the reports were delivered to the report deadlines, and 

 assessed the accuracy of the city’s reports by comparing the 

information reported to the city’s source documents and to our 

audited schedules. 

We consulted with the AG and obtained legal opinions from the AG 

regarding 1) the applicability of statutory amendments to TIF districts that 

were established prior to the amendments, 2) the appropriate date for 

municipalities to establish OTV, 3) whether municipalities have the 

discretion to determine how much statewide education increment may be 

retained, 4) whether municipalities must adjust OTV as a result of 

reappraisals, 5) whether municipalities may exclude tax rates from the 

calculation of incremental property tax revenue, 6) whether refinanced debt 

may be paid with incremental property tax revenue if the original debt 

occurred prior to the creation of the TIF district and 7) whether statute 

includes remedies to address instances when a municipality does not remit 

appropriate funds to the state education fund. 

Finally, in order to ascertain whether the city has owned the property known 

as the Urban Reserve since 1991, we engaged external legal services to 

review certain financing documents and perform a title search for this 

property.  We also reviewed financing and other documents provided by the 

city related to the purchase and refinancing of the Urban Reserve.  Further, 

we reviewed various documents to assess 1) the ownership and 2) the city’s 

exemption from taxation of the 75 Cherry Street property, including lease and 

sublease agreements, warranty deed, property transfer tax return, property 

reports, and property tax abatement correspondence.  In addition, we engaged 

external legal services to review certain documents and perform a title search 

for this property.  We also requested an opinion from the AG regarding 
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whether the city had the authority to exempt this property from taxation in the 

terms and conditions of its lease and sublease agreements. 

Our audit approach to the third objective began by identifying and reviewing 

sources of information for best practices related to performance monitoring 

of TIF district financing.  We made inquiries of city officials to determine if 

the city established performance measures for the TIF district or if there were 

any periodic reviews or mechanisms in place to monitor the actual 

performance of the TIF district. We also reviewed the TIF district and 

waterfront planning documents to ascertain if there were performance 

measures considered during the TIF’s establishment.  

We considered internal controls and information systems controls to the 

limited extent to which they related to our objectives.  For example, we 

interviewed several members of city’s staff (i.e., the TIF accountant, city 

assessor, project manager) to determine the levels of accounting and general 

data controls related to TIF district administration.   

Our audit fieldwork was performed between May 2011 to February 2012 at 

the city offices in Burlington and at the state auditor’s office in Montpelier.  

Except for the exception described below, we conducted this performance 

audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards, 

which require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 

appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 

conclusions based on our audit objectives. The standard that we did not 

follow requires that our system of quality control for performance audits 

undergo a peer review every three years. Because of fiscal considerations, we 

have opted to postpone the peer review of our performance audits.  

Notwithstanding this exception, we believe that the evidence obtained 

provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our 

audit objectives.   
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The following summarizes the additions and amendments to TIF statutes that 

were made subsequent to the enabling legislation.  The enabling legislation is 

summarized in the background section of the report. 

 

Act 60, 1997 session  

 

EXEMPTION OF TIF DISTRICT INCREMENTAL PROPERTY VALUE 

FROM EDUCATION PROPERTY TAX LIABILITY 
Added: The incremental value of TIF properties for those municipalities with TIF districts31 

established prior to June 10, 1997 is exempt from the determination of a municipality’s 

education property tax, owed to the state, to the extent the taxes generated on the incremental 

property value are pledged and appropriated for repayment of bonded debt or prefunding 

future TIF district debt. [32 VSA §5401((10)(E)] 

 

EXPANSION OF EXISTING TIF DISTRICTS 
Added: Municipalities with existing TIF districts may expand those districts by June 30, 

1997 and collect all state and local property taxes on properties within the TIF district and 

apply those revenues to repayment of debt issued to finance improvements with the TIF 

district. [32 VSA §5404a(c)] 

Effective date: 1/1/98 

 

Act 71, 1998 session  

 

EXEMPTION OF TIF DISTRICT INCREMENTAL PROPERTY VALUE 

FROM EDUCATION PROPERTY TAX LIABILITY 
Amended:   The incremental value of TIF district properties is exempt from the 

determination of a municipality’s education property tax liability to the extent approved by 

VEPC upon application by the district under procedures established for the approval of tax 

stabilization agreements under 32 VSA §5404a. [32 VSA §5401(10)(E)] 

 

EXPANSION OF EXISTING TIF DISTRICTS 
Amended: Municipalities with existing TIF districts must apply to VEPC for approval of the 

expansion those TIF districts following procedures used to approve tax stabilization 

agreements under 32 VSA §5404a . [32 VSA §5404a(f)] 

 

RETENTION OF INCREMENTAL PROPERTY TAX REVENUE 
Amended:   To the extent approved by VEPC, the incremental revenue may be retained for 

the duration of the agreement up to a maximum of 10 years. [32 VSA §5404a(b)]  

                                                                                                                                         
31 Limited to TIF districts established under subchapter 5 of chapter 53 of Title 24. 
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Effective dates:  32 VSA §5401(10)(E) is effective 6/26/97. 32 VSA §5404a(f) and 32 VSA 

§5404a(b) are effective 3/11/98. 
 

Act 159, 2000 Session  

 

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING – CITY OF WINOOSKI (Sec. 37 and 38 

of Act 159 (2000). 

 

APPROVAL AND AUTHORIZATION 
Added:  General Assembly found that a TIF district in the city of Winooski, when more 

particularly defined and created as a TIF district pursuant to 24 VSA §1892, will provide 

multiple public benefits including, revitalization and improvement of a significant downtown 

area and enhanced employment opportunities within the city of Winooski and surrounding 

region.   [Section 37 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

EXEMPTION FROM VEPC APPROVAL REQUIREMENT 
Provisions of 32 VSA §5401(10)(E) and 32 VSA §5404a shall not apply to the city of 

Winooski TIF district.  The general assembly intended that Sec. 37 and Sec. 38 of Act 159 

(2000) substitute for the provisions of 32 VSA §5401(10)(E) and 32 VSA §5404a.  [Section 

38 paragraph 5 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 
Added:  At least 10% of the housing in the TIF district shall at the time of initial occupancy 

be affordable housing. [Section 38 paragraph 8 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

FINANCING 
Added:  Bonds must be issued pursuant to 24 VSA §1897 and within five years of July 1, 

2000.  Maximum term for repayment of bonds is 20 years.  Total principal may not exceed 

$30,000,000.   [Section 38 paragraph 1 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

EXCESS VALUATION 
Added:  Excess valuation means the difference between the current grand list value and the 

grand list value at commencement of development. [Section 38 paragraph 3 of Act 159, 2000 

Session] 

 

UTILIZATION OF TAX INCREMENT 
Added:  In addition to uses specified in 24 VSA §1897 (e.g. bond repayment), tax increment 

revenue shall be used to fund reserves and accounts necessary to repay or defease bonds.   

[Section 38 paragraph 2 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

Added:  5% of the education taxes imposed annually on the excess valuation of the 

residential property within the TIF district shall be paid to the education fund. [Section 38 

paragraph 3 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

Added:  Until bonds are paid in full or defeased through fully funded reserves, 100% of the 

municipal taxes assessed against the excess valuation of TIF district property shall be 
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pledged and appropriated for debt service on bonds. [Section 38 paragraph 3 of Act 159, 

2000 Session] 

 

EXEMPTION FROM EDUCATION PROPERTY GRAND LIST 
Added:  Excess valuation of property within TIF district shall not be included in the 

education property grand list as taxable property under 32 VSA §5402 or 32 VSA §5404 

until bonds issued to finance TIF district improvements are paid or fully reserved.  [Section 

38 paragraph 3 of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

 

REPORT 
Within 60 days of issuing bonds, the city of Winooski shall provide to the joint fiscal 

committee a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis and financing data. [Section 38 paragraph 9 

of Act 159, 2000 Session] 

Effective date:  7/1/2000 

 

Act 184, 2006 session 

 

DEFINITION OF IMPROVEMENTS 
Amended:  Includes brownfield remediation and infrastructure for transportation, 

telecommunications, wastewater treatment and water supply.   [24 VSA §1891] 

 

DEFINITION OF ORIGINAL TAXABLE PROPERTY 
Added:  All the taxable real property located within the district on the day the district was 

created.  [24 VSA §1891] 

 

DEFINITION OF RELATED COSTS 
Added:  Related costs are expenses, excluding actual cost of constructing and financing 

improvements, directly related to creation of the TIF district and to attaining the purposes 

and goals of the TIF district.  Includes reimbursement of sums advanced by municipalities 

relative to creation of TIF districts.  [24 VSA §1891] 

 

PURPOSE 
Amended:  Includes generation of incremental revenue to pay for related costs and expanded 

one of goals to encompass redevelopment of TIF districts, rather than just development.  [24 

VSA §1893]   

 

APPROVAL 
Added:  Established criteria for VEPC to approve TIF districts pursuant to 32 VSA 

§5404a(h). 

 

BORROWING PERIOD  
Amended:  A municipality may incur debt against the revenues of the TIF district for a 

period of up to 20 years following the creation of the district.  [24 VSA §1894(a)] 

Added:  If debt is not incurred within the first five years following the creation of the district, 

the district must request reapproval from VEPC.  [24 VSA §1894(b)] 
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DEBT AGREEMENTS 
Added:  Municipality’s debt financing agreements must specify that, in the event the tax 

increment received by the municipality from property taxes is insufficient to pay the 

principal and interest on debt in any year, the municipality shall remain liable for full 

payment of bond principal and interest.  [24 VSA §1897(b)] 

 

CALCULATION OF TAX INCREMENTS 
Added: The original taxable value must be adjusted by a multiplier32 upon a reappraisal of 

20% or more of all parcels in a municipality.  [24 VSA §1896(b)] 

 

UTILIZATION OF TAX INCREMENT 
Amended:  For tax increment utilization approved pursuant to 32 VSA §5404a(g), no more 

than 75% of the state property tax increment from properties contained within the TIF district 

and no less than 75% of the municipal tax increment from properties contained within the 

TIF district may be used to service debt issued for improvements wholly or partly within the 

TIF district and for related costs.   [24 VSA §1897(a)] 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCREMENTAL TAX REVENUE 
Amended:  Any excess municipal tax increment33 

received in any tax year shall be 

distributed to the city, town or village in proportion that each budget bears to the combined 

total of budgets.  Any excess statewide education tax increment received in any tax year shall 

be used only for debt prepayment, placed in escrow for bond payment or otherwise used for 

defeasance of bonds.  [24 VSA §1900] 

 

RETENTION OF INCREMENTAL PROPERTY TAX REVENUE 
Amended:  Allowed tax increments to be retained for payment of related costs.  [24 VSA 

§1896(a)]  

Amended:  Municipalities that establish TIF districts34 and obtain VEPC approval may apply 

no more than 75% of the statewide education increment, and no less than 75% of the 

municipal increment to repay debt issued to finance improvements and related costs for up to 

20 years.  The 20-year period commences April 1 of the year following VEPC approval.  [32 

VSA §5404a(f) and (g)] 

 

EXPANSION OF TIF DISTRICTS 
Deleted:  Eliminated municipalities’ ability to apply to VEPC for expansion of TIF districts.  

TIF districts may no longer be expanded.  [Act 184 section 2h, 2006 session] 

 

                                                                                                                                         
32 The denominator for the multiplier is the municipality’s education property grand list for the TIF 
district properties in the year prior to the reappraisal and the numerator would be the municipality’s 
reappraised education property grand list for the TIF district properties.  Items in italics are an 
amendment in Act 66 of 2007 which was effective July 1, 2006. 

33 Excess means incremental tax revenue received in any tax year that exceeds amounts pledged for 
payment on TIF district bonds and related costs. 

34 Applies to municipalities that establish TIF districts under subchapter 5 of chapter 53 of Title 24. 
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REPORTING 
Added:  VEPC and Department of Taxes shall report to certain legislative committees 

regarding existing TIF districts on or before January 15 each year. Report must include items 

such as year of approval, scope of planned improvements, original taxable value of TIF 

districts property, tax increments and annual amount of tax increments utilized.  [32 VSA 

§5404a(i)] 

 

EXTENSION OF MILTON TIF DISTRICT 
Added:  Upon application to VEPC, the Milton Husky and Catamount TIF districts may be 

extended for an additional ten years beyond the initial 10 years originally approved by 

VEPC. May use OTV established at the initial approval of the TIF district to calculate 

incremental property tax revenue and may retain 75% of the incremental property tax 

revenue to repay debt issued to finance improvements within the TIF district and for related 

costs. [ Sec. 2j of No. 184 of the Acts of the 2005 Adj. Sess. (2006)] 

Effective date:  July 1, 2006 

 

Act 190, 2008 session  

 

TYPES OF DEBT 
Added:  Financing means bonds, Housing and Urban Development Section 108 financing 

instruments, interfund loans within a municipality, State of Vermont revolving loan funds, 

and United States Department of Agriculture loans. [24 VSA §1891] 

 

PURPOSE 
Amended:  Previously limited tax increment financing for those TIF districts improvements 

located wholly or partly within the TIF district.  Amended to improvements that serve the 

TIF district. [24 VSA §1893] 

 

APPROVAL OF FINANCING 
Added:  Prior to requesting municipal approval to secure financing, the municipality shall 

provide VEPC with all information related to proposed financing necessary for approval and 

to assure its consistency with the plan approved pursuant to 32 VSA §5404a(h).  [24 VSA 

§1894(c)] 

 

Added:  Legal voters of a municipality, by a single vote, shall authorize the legislative body 

to pledge the credit of the municipality up to specified maximum dollar amount to be 

financed with statewide property tax increment pursuant to approval by VEPC.  [24 VSA 

§1897(a)] 

 

BORROWING PERIOD 
Amended:   The creation of the district shall occur on April 1 of the year so voted.  [24 VSA 

§1894(a)(1)] 
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PERIOD THAT TAX INCREMENT MAY BE RETAINED BY 

MUNCIPALITY 
Added:  For debt incurred within the first five years after creation of the district, or within 

five years after reapproval by VEPC, the education tax increment may be retained for up to 

20 years beginning with the initial date of the first debt incurred. [24 VSA §1894(b)] 

 

UTILIZATION OF TAX INCREMENT 
Amended:  Municipal legislative body may pledge and appropriate, in equal proportion, state 

and municipal tax increments received from properties contained with the TIF district for 

financing improvements and related costs in the same proportion by which the infrastructure 

or related costs directly serve the district35 at the time of approval of project financing by 

VEPC.36 
 No more than 75% of the state property tax increment and no less than an equal 

percentage of the municipal tax increment may be used to service this debt from the TIF 

district properties.  [24 VSA §1897(a)] 

Amended:  Tax increment utilizations approved pursuant to 32 VSA §5404a(f) shall affect 

the education property tax grand list commencing April1 of the year following VEPC 

approval and shall remain available to the municipality for the full period authorized under 

24 VSA §1894. [32 VSA §5404a(g)] 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCREMENTAL TAX REVENUE 
Amended:  An equal proportion of any excess municipal tax increment and education tax 

increment37 may be used for the prepayment of principal and interest on financing, placed in 

escrow for financing payment or otherwise used for defeasance of financing.  Any remaining 

excess statewide education tax increment shall be distributed to the education fund.  [24 VSA 

§1900] 

 

AUDIT 
Added:  The state auditor of accounts shall audit all active TIF districts every three years.  

[32 VSA §5404a(k)] 

 

REPORTING 
Added:  Municipalities with active TIF districts shall: 

(1) Report to VEPC and the Department of Taxes on or before December 1 of each 

year.  Report shall include items such as year of approval, scope of planned 

                                                                                                                                         
35 The proportionality rule relates to the determination of the proportion of infrastructure improvements 
or related costs that directly serve the TIF district.  Municipal and state tax increments may only be 
used to repay a proportion of debt incurred for infrastructure or related costs in the same proportion that 
the improvements or related costs directly serve the district.  

36 VEPC shall apply a rough proportionality and rational nexus test in cases where essential 
infrastructure does not reasonably lend itself to a proportionality formula.  Per VEPC guidelines, this 
means VEPC will use available data from comparable situations to make a proportionality 
determination.  The determination will utilize a matrix of factors, such as location, impact on TIF 
district and whether it is required for the broad TIF outcomes. 

37 Excess means incremental tax revenue received in any tax year that exceeds amounts pledged for 
payment on TIF district financing and related costs. 
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improvements, original taxable value of TIF districts’ properties, tax increments and 

annual amount of tax increments utilized.  [24 VSA §1901] 

(2) Report tax increment financing actual investment, bond or other financing 

payments, escrow status and related cost accounting to VEPC according to the 

municipal audit cycle.  [24 VSA §1901] 

 

MILTON TIF DISTRICT 
Amended:  May apply no more than 75% of the statewide property tax increment and an 

equal percent of the municipal tax increment to repay debt issued to finance improvements 

that serve the TIF district and for related costs, upon application by Milton.  Must apply 

equal percentages of the statewide property tax increment and municipal property tax 

increment to debt obligations incurred prior to April 1, 2009 for the Husky and Catamount 

TIF districts.  Proportionality rule of 24 VSA §1897 does not apply to Husky and Catamount 

TIF districts. [Sec. 68 of No. 190 of the Acts of the 2008 Session] 

 

CITY OF WINOOSKI - FY2008 COMMON LEVEL OF APPRAISAL38  

Added:  City shall use a common level of appraisal factor of 1.0952 for fiscal 2008 

reappraisal.  Overpayment of education property taxes from city of Winooski to the 

education fund in fiscal 2008 shall be credited against the city’s 2009 education property tax 

liability. [Sec. 70 Act 190 (2008)] 

 

CITY OF WINOOSKI –CALCULATION OF EDUCATION TAXES DUE 

TO THE EDUCATION FUND 
Amended:   2% of the education taxes imposed annually on the excess valuation of the 

property within the TIF district shall be paid to the education fund.  [Sec. 38(3) OF No. 159 

of Acts of 2000]  

 

CITY OF BURLINGTON - RETROACTIVE APPROVAL OF TIF 

FINANCING 
Added:  Retroactive approval to June 30, 1997 for Burlington’s use of certificates of 

participation and HUD Section 108 loans from April 1, 1996 to March 31, 2006 to finance 

public improvements within the TIF district.  Restricted retention of education property taxes 

for repayment of debt to 20 years from date debt was incurred, including any refinancing. 

[Sec. 72 of No. 190 of the Acts of the 2008 Session] 

Effective dates:  upon passage, June 6, 2008, except July 1, 2008 for amendment to Sec. 68 

 

Act 54 of 2009 

 

MILTON TIF DISTRICT (retroactive to July 1, 2008) 

                                                                                                                                         
38

The Common Level of Appraisal is the ratio of a municipality’s total grand list value to its corresponding 

“equalized” value derived through DOT’s Property Valuation and Review estimate of market value study. In other 

words, it is a percentage that compares local assessments to Property Valuation and Review’s estimate of market 
value.  The Common Level of Appraisal is based on the relationship between the assessed value and the sale price of 

a property. For example, if a property is assessed for $75,000 and sells for $100,000, the ratio is 75%.   
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TYPES OF DEBT 
Added:  Milton is authorized to use types of debt financing, in addition to those specified in 

24 VSA §1891(7) including conventional bank loans; certificates of participation, approved 

by the state treasurer; lease-purchase, approved by state treasurer; and revenue anticipation 

notes, approved by state treasurer. 

 

APPROVAL OF FINANCING 
Added:  Legal voters of Milton may authorize selectboard to pledge credit of Milton for all 

debt obligations pursuant to 24 VSA §1897(a) in more than one vote. 

 

RETENTION OF EDUCATION TAX INCREMENT  
Added:  Tax increment may be retained for up to 20 years beginning with the initial date of 

creation of the district39 or on the date first debt incurred, at Milton’s discretion.  If Milton 

elects to start retaining education tax increment more than 5 years beyond initial date of 

creation, OTV shall be recertified. 

 

BURLINGTON TIF DISTRICT (effective July 1, 2009) 

DEBT BORROWING PERIOD 
Added:  Borrowing period for existing TIF district extended for additional 5 years, 

commencing January 1, 2010. 

 

SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION TO JOINT FISCAL COMMITTEE 
Added:  Submit to Joint Fiscal Committee 10 days prior to September 2009 meeting (1) a 

business plan and projection of new statewide education increment growth anticipated to be 

financed by debt incurred during 5- year extension and (2) a proposal for payment to 

education fund in lieu of tax increment which would approximate 25% of new statewide 

education increment and the mechanism for payment and timing of payment by Burlington to 

the education fund.  If Joint Fiscal Committee approves plan and Burlington incurs new debt 

in the 5- year extension, then Burlington will pay the education fund the amount approved by 

Joint Fiscal Committee. 

 

Special Session Act No. 3 (2009) 

Technical Corrections of Act 54 of 2009 Session 

 

MILTON TIF DISTRICT  

BORROWING PERIOD 
Added:  Milton shall have ten years after the creation of the district to begin incurring debt. 

                                                                                                                                         
39 Per 24 VSA §1894(a)(1) creation of a TIF district occurs April 1 of the year the municipal legislative 
body approved the creation of the district.   
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Our audit identified that the land and parking garage at 75 Cherry Street 

may have been incorrectly excluded from statewide education and 

municipal property taxes by the city.  We are referring this issue to DOT 

since it is a matter of tax compliance and not significant to our audit 

objectives.  In this appendix, we provide a summary of the information 

we gathered during the course of our audit, including ownership of the 

property, tax status of the property and whether taxes were paid for the 

property.  Because DOT has not had time to review this information, we 

have not drawn a conclusion about the issue. 

Ownership of the Property 

The 75 Cherry Street property summary record40 maintained by 

the city assessor’s office contains information that is not 

consistent with other information the city provided during the 

course of our audit.  For example, the property summary record 

for 75 Cherry Street indicates that it includes the land and the 

parking garage and lists the city as owner.  However, a quit claim 

deed filed with the city clerk shows that the city sold the land to 

Security Capital Corporation (“Security”) in June 1993.  In 

addition, a sublease agreement for the land, between the city and 

Donohoe O’Brien Burlington Square Associates Limited 

Partnership (“Donohoe”), acknowledges that the parking garage 

is owned by Donohoe. 41    

 

Due to the inconsistencies between the property summary record 

and other data provided by the city, we engaged an attorney to 

perform a title search for the 75 Cherry Street property and 

provide a legal opinion as to ownership of the land and the 

parking garage facility from 1993 through December 31, 2011.  

We also sought the advice of the attorney with regard to whether 

a lease (between Security and the city) and the sublease (between 

the city and Donohoe) of the land would impact ownership.  

According to the attorney’s opinion, Security has had title (i.e. 

ownership) to the land since purchasing it from the city on June 

25, 1993, and the parking facility was been owned by various 

commercial entities, most recently The Burlington Town Center 

                                                                                                                                 
40 Property summary records are maintained in the city’s computer-assisted mass appraisal 
system and include information such as property owner, sales history, valuation and tax status. 

41 Donohoe assigned the sublease to subsequent owners of the parking garage. 
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LLC (BTC).  In addition, the attorney concluded that the lease 

and sublease does not impact ownership of the land. 

 

See table 5 for a listing of the owner, lessee, and sub-lessees of 

the land and the owners of parking facility from June 25, 1993, 

to December 31, 2011. 

 

Table 5:  History of Ownership and Leases for 75 Cherry Street from 1993 - 2011 

Land Parking Facility 

Owner Lessee Sub-lessee Period Owner Period 

Security Burlington Donohoe 1993 – 2000 Donohoe 1993 - 2000 

 

Security 

 

 Burlington 

 

DKB 

 

2000 - 2004 

 

DKB 

 

2000 - 2004 

 

Security 

 

 Burlington 

 

BTC 

 

2004 - 2011 

 

BTC 

 

2004 - 2011 

 

Tax Status  
The land and parking garage are owned by commercial entities 

and, as real property, would generally be taxable to the owner of 

record as of April 1 of the tax year.  However,  records 

maintained by the city, including tax abatement correspondence 

addressed to Security Capital Corporation (“Security”) and the 

property summary record maintained by the city assessor’s 

office, indicate that the land and the parking facility (the 

“property”) at 75 Cherry Street have been exempt from property 

tax since 1995.   

 

The classification of the property as tax exempt may be due to 

the terms and conditions of the lease and sublease arrangements 

for the land.  According to the terms of the lease between 

Security and Burlington, the city is responsible for all real estate 

taxes.  In addition, the terms of the sublease arrangement 

between the city and Donohoe exempt Donohoe from paying 

property taxes on the land and the parking garage facility during 

the term of the sublease. 

 

We consulted with the AG’s office regarding municipal authority 

to provide tax exemptions to commercial entities.  Per the AG’s 
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office, 24 VSA §274142 provides a mechanism for municipalities 

to enter into tax stabilization contracts that affect the tax liability 

of certain property owners, including owners of commercial real 

estate.  However, the AG’s office was not aware of any tax 

stabilization agreement that would apply to this property and 

noted that unless the city has documents to show that the 

property is tax exempt under this or other state statutes, we 

should assume that the property is taxable to the owner of record.  

The city has not provided evidence that it has utilized the tax 

stabilization mechanism set forth in 24 VSA §2741 to gain the 

authority to negotiate tax stabilization contracts such as the tax 

exemptions provided in the lease and sublease agreements. 

Payment of Taxes 

Although the property summary record shows the property is tax 

exempt and the property is reported as tax exempt to DOT for 

purposes of statewide education property taxes, the city assessor 

maintains that the parking facility property has been taxed as part 

of the Church Street Mall (the “Mall”) property, explaining that 

the valuation of the Mall incorporates the value of the parking 

facility located at 75 Cherry Street.  However, the city has not 

provided evidence that the value of the 75 Cherry Street parking 

facility has been incorporated into the Mall property valuation 

and therefore subject to property tax.    

 

If DOT concludes that the property has been inappropriately excluded 

from property taxes, we estimate that the city failed to collect 

approximately $947,00043 in property taxes, $532,000 that should have 

been paid to the state, $191,000 that should have been retained by the 

city, and $224,000 that should have been used to repay or prefund TIF 

district debt.  

                                                                                                                                 
42 It requires a two-thirds vote of the city voters to authorize municipalities to contract with 
commercial entities for the purpose of adjusting property taxes applicable to commercial 
property.  Further, the contract term may not exceed 10 years. 

43 This estimate is based on the assessed value listed in the property summary record and tax 
rates in effect from 1997 to 2010. 
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See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation” 

Comment 1 
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Comment 2 

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  
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See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

Comment 3  

Comment 4  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  
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See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

Comment 6  

Comment 5 
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Comment 7  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  
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See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

Comment 8  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

Comment 2  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation”  

Comment 9  
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Comment 8  

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation “ 

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation “ 

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation “ 

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation “ 
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See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation “ 

See report section 

“Management’s Response 

and Our Evaluation “ 
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The following table contains our evaluation of remarks made by the Burlington city 
attorney: 

 
Comment 1. Our audit objectives primarily focused on compliance with state 

statute related to establishment and administration of the TIF district.  
Although we also assessed the extent to which Burlington established 
performance measures and monitored actual results, our scope did not 
include validating whether any actual results represented in these 
performance measures were accurate.  However, the background 
section of our report includes some of the data that the city cites in its 
response, including the infrastructure improvements related to Lake 
Street and the Lakeview and Westlake garages, and the number of 
residential condos and units of affordable housing constructed along 
Lake Street.   

Comment 2. At various points in its response, the city states that even if our 
conclusion (the city inappropriately used incremental property tax 
revenue to pay for Urban Reserve debt) is correct, there are various 
remedies it could avail itself of such as 1) presenting a new 
accounting with the result being significant prefunding of other TIF 
debts (p. 2 of response), 2) conducting a reaccounting of its 
expenditures (p. 6 of response) or 3) reallocating $1 million as 
prefunding for debt payments for other TIF eligible projects (p. 2 of 
response).  However, the city failed to provide specifics or 
documentary evidence about how a new accounting, reaccounting or 
reallocation would address their inappropriate use of incremental 
property tax revenue.  The accounting remedies suggested by the city 
do not appear to be viable options to resolve its $1 million shortfall in 
payments to the education fund.  The city’s records, including its 
audited financial statements, show that the city used $1.2 million of 
tax increment to pay for the Urban Reserve debt and the balance in 
the account that the city uses to account for TIF district activity is 
$277,000 at June 30, 2010.  The city’s transactions cannot be rolled 
back merely by altering the accounting for the transactions.  It seems 
doubtful that presenting a new accounting or a reaccounting of its 
expenditures would enable the city to show that it in fact has $1.5 
million in its TIF account, as if it did not use $1.2 million to pay for 
the Urban Reserve debt.     

Comment 3. We disagree that our report mischaracterizes the definition of 
improvements since the findings section of our report, specifically 
footnote 12 on page 17, notes that improvements “include” land 
acquisition and construction of streets and utilities.  However, as the 
city points out, we used “means” rather than “includes” in footnote 5 
in the background section of the report to describe types of eligible 
TIF district improvements.  We have amended footnote 5 to remove 
the term “means” and replaced it with “includes.”  Nonetheless, our 
conclusion regarding the Urban Reserve debt remains the same. We 
consulted with the AG’s office and the AG advised that the 
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refinancing of the Urban Reserve debt was not an improvement since 
it is the original debt that facilitated the acquisition of this property in 
1991 that is the relevant debt to measure against the statutorily 
allowed borrowing period (April 1, 1996 through March 31, 2006). 

Comment 4. According to advice of the AG’s office, Burlington voters may not 
provide authorization to the city to use incremental property tax 
revenue in a manner that contradicts eligible uses specified in state 
statute.  Since the AG also advised that the repayment of the Urban 
Reserve debt is not an eligible use of incremental property tax 
revenue, we concluded that the authorization by Burlington voters 
does not usurp state law. 

Comment 5. The 1997 legislation that the city states it relied upon when it issued 
its COPs does not address allowable TIF financing mechanisms, 
rather it allowed for the expansion of the boundaries of Burlington’s 
TIF district and allowed Burlington’s TIF district to continue post-
Act 60.  At the time of the passage of this Act, the TIF statutes that 
governed the types of debt authorized for TIF districts only allowed 
for general obligation and revenue bonds, so it is not clear how the 
city’s reliance on the 1997 legislation related to its issuance of COPs 
at all. 

Comment 6. The city asserts that the official statement of the 1999 COPs presents 
the clear history of the city’s purchase and subsequent refinancing of 
the Urban Reserve land, with specific references to the use of TIF 
funds for repayment, however the city does not state that it provided 
this information to the legislature, so it is not clear how this supports 
their contention that the legislature has specifically approved the 
1999 COPs.  Further, during its 2008 legislative testimony to the 
Senate Finance Committee, the city did not mention the Urban 
Reserve 1999 certificates of participation. 

Comment 7. The 2001 report issued by the Agency of Administration and DOT 
was responsive to two sections of Act 159 (2000), 17 and 39.  Section 
17 required the Secretary of the Agency of Administration to make 
recommendations concerning the long-term effect of tax increment 
financing and tax stabilization agreements on the education fund.  
Section 39 required the secretary of the Agency of Administration, 
commissioner of Taxes and commissioner of Housing and 
Community Affairs to provide recommendations for the replacement 
of foregone revenues as a result of the Winooski redevelopment 
project and similar projects and to propose criteria and a process to 
formalize an application process for municipalities to submit TIF 
district proposals.  This was a policy report and individual TIF 
districts, except for an issue related to Winooski, were not the subject 
of the report.   

Comment 8. The city states that its determination on how to treat its municipal tax 
rates in the calculation of incremental property tax revenue has not 
been questioned until now and that disclosure of its methodology in 
the joint DOT/JFO 2009 tax increment financing report did not 
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generate objections.  While we agree that the methodology is 
described in a footnote to Table 1 in the 2009 report, we believe that 
the city appears to ascribe greater weight to this disclosure as if it 
represents DOT’s and JFO’s scrutiny and approval.  In fact, this same 
legislation that required the 2009 report (Act 190) added the 
requirement for the auditor’s office to audit all active TIF districts.  
This seems to distinguish the legislature’s request for certain data 
about the TIF districts (limited review by DOT/JFO) from their desire 
for scrutiny of the appropriateness of the active TIF districts’ 
operations (audit conducted by State Auditor’s Office).   

Comment 9. We have clarified the last sentence of our report and removed the 
reference to prefunding since our point was to indicate the continuing 
effect of Burlington’s ineligible use of tax increment - to the extent 
the city continues to use tax increment for ineligible purposes, it will 
continue to retain statewide education increment that should be paid 
to the state.   
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Page 18 of the report 

contains our disagreement 

with some of the facts 

presented in this memo. 
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